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Marathi Tigers | Trailer released | marathi movie | Dr. Amol Kolhe | Kiran Sharad. In the animated film by Indian director Sankaran Kumar Tigers, the main role is given to one of the most dangerous tigers - Wabbe Kumar. He is surrounded by the highest hills, which he will mercilessly attack, building a road for his retinue. After his tiger was hit by an arrow, he formed an alliance
with the royal guards, in whom he is 100% sure. As with the original film, Sankaran Kumar created the full 3D graphics and also filmed the music video, which I suggest you watch. What is the "Tigers of the Maratha King"? Tigers? Maratha tigers? What is a barbaric term? Why did the Indian director choose to use it? But this is true: for the first time we had the opportunity to see
a live "Maratha Tiger", in its original form, which left the cage where it was kept for 5 years. For me, this film is more of a portrait of Shiva, and the way the hero of the film sees him. This movie is not for everyone. Still, I can say that this is the best movie of 2015. Don't miss the opportunity to see it. I also advise you to watch the movie Pokemon, and the movie War of the Gods:
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